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* Add parameters to get GetLegendGraphics appearance to work for more than one layer.
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Work item code:
Category:

* B (Addition of feature)

Reason for *
change:

Having a separate legend for each layer in a WMS client quickly
becomes unmanageable. There is a need to create a single client legend
that provides an overview of all the features that can appear in the
map.

Summary of *
change:

It should be possible to combine legends from more than one WMS
service as well as local data in the client.
To allow this it should be possible to request a stripped down legend
without decorations like borders and headline and with a fixed column
width for each image and text. It should also be possible to set
background color to make the combined legend easier to read.
Change would require the GetLegendGraphics request to accept more
parameters including:

maxImageWidth - Maximum width of legend images in pixel including
padding (integer)
maxTextWidth - Maximum width of legend texts in pixel including
padding (integer)
decorations - When false remove all borders and headings (boolean)
background - Set the background color using hexadecimal RGB values or
color codes. (color code)

Consequences if Difficult to make a single legend describing all information visible to the user.
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